### Measuring Cup Widget Usage

Learn about volume by dragging measuring cups into the large jug and then writing the amount in the space provided to see if you are correct.

**Method 1:**
1. Set a desired goal by typing or dragging the amount into the goal textfield
2. Drag measuring cups from the bottom to the left, blue box until the goal is met

**Method 2:**
1. Drag measuring cups from the bottom to the left, blue box
2. Have the students determine the amount in the pitcher, then write or drag the answer in the goal textfield

**Settings:**
Settings allows you to choose size of the measuring cup, the unit for the goal textfield, and available volume types.

### Money Dollar Bar Usage

Practice adding currency by dragging coins and notes into the money bar, ten write the amount above and see if you are correct.

**Method 1:**
1. Write or drag a dollar figure into the goal textbox at the top of the widget
2. Drag the coins and/or paper currency onto the blue bar until the value in goal is matched
3. A green check mark animation will appear when the time is set correctly
4. Click the RESET button to complete another problem

**Method 2:**
1. Drag the desired coins and/or paper currency onto the blue bar
2. Write or drag the correct a dollar figure into the goal textbox at the top of the widget
3. A green check mark animation will appear when the time is set correctly
4. Click the RESET button to complete another problem